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ÀBSTRACT

Àttentional style has been identified as an important

ski11 in athletic performance. Recently, Nideffer (1973)

devised a self-report Test of Àttentional and Interpersonal

Style (feiS) to measure this attribute. However, Nideffer's
TÀIS (N-tarS) has been criticized for not being able to dis-
tinguish between the attentional profiles of different cali-
ber athletes in sport. This was demonstrated in studies by

Vallerand (1983), Kirschenbaum & Bale (1980) and Van Schoyck

& Grasha (1981). The results of these studies strongly sug-

gested that a sport specific version of N-TAIS is needed.

This study involves designing and validating a basketball
version of N-TAIS which will assist basketball coaches in

assessing the attentional strengths and weaknesses of their
athletes.

Ninety female basketball players served as subjects.

Thirty were from University basketball teams and $rere con-

sidered the "eIite" group. Sixty subjects were from a high-

school basketball team, thirty of which were considered the

"superior" group (ttre better players) and the remaining

thirty v¡ere considered the "average" group (ttre v¡eaker play-

ers).

¡À



The results indicate that the B-Ball TAIS is a reliable
test. It confirmed the oirection dimension of attentionai
style and demonstrated some support for the breadth dimen-

sion. Construct validity was found to exist for some but

not all of the subscales of the B-8a11 TÀIS. The B-BaIl

TÀIS also demonstrated some predictive validity in three of

seven subscales. N-TAIS demonstrated similar predictive va-

lidity but on a different combination of subscales. The B-

Ball TAIS demonstrated a more consistent relationship to
basketball- ability than N-TÀIS.

It is recommended that the B-8a11 TÀIS be used r¡ith com-

mitted athletes who al-ready have attained a higher level of

basketball skiIls. It is suggested that the B-8a11 TAIS

would yield it's best results in a councilling situation.
Future research in this area could include an increase in
items on all of the subscales in order to tap all the situ-
ations which occur on the basketball court. However, it was

recognized that the disadvantage of a larger instrument is
that it is less practical in applied settings.

1r1
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Chapter I

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The psychological aspect of sports performance has become

an increasing area of interest (risher , 1982). Although

most published articles focus on the elite athletes at the

NationaL or International 1eve1, sport psychologists have

recommended mental skilIs training with young people (gotte-

ri11, 1986). One of the skills that is important to control
in athletics is selective attention. À persons ability to

control attention and direct it to task reLevant cues op-

posed to irrelevant cues will determine one's performance

(Hidef f er, 1983b).

As situations change in sport, one's focus of attention
must change appropriately. For example, a basketball player

shooting a free-throw must narrow his focus of attention on

the target and park all distractors in order to maintai'n op-

timal performance. Thus, inappropriate attentional focus

will result in inconsistant athletic performance. The meas-

urement of the attentional style of an athlete provides va-

luab1e information in terms of helping one identify their
strengths and weaknesses. Nideffer (1973) has devised a

testing instrument to measure attentional style and has

1-
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named it the Test of Àttentional and Interpersonal Style
(N-teiS). The tesu is a self-report pencil and paper inven-

tory with six subscaLes measuring attentional style which

can be related to a sports situation. One of the criticisms
of this test is that it does not have the sensitivity to

measure change in mental skills (BotterilI, 1986). It has

been suggested that the design of a sport specific TAIS

would assist in this measurement (Van Schoyck & Grasha,

1981). Nideffer's (1973) rerS has been criticized by oth-
ers, as well, for not being able to distinguish between the

attentional profiles of different caliber athletes in sport.
This has been demonstrated in studies on basketball (varrer-

and, 1983) and golf (t<irschenbaum & Bale, 1980). The major

implication of this criticism have been further support for
a sport specific instrument. In ansvrer to this research di-
rection, a tennis TAIS (t-raiS) was developed (van Schoyck &

Grasha, 1981). This test was found to be a more reliable
and valid test of measuring attentional style among tennis
players. This study involves designing and validating a

basketball version of N-TAIs which will assist basketball
coaches in assessing the attentional strengths and weakneses

of their athletes.



1.2 STÀTEMENT OF TI{E PROBLEM

The purpose of this study vras to design and validate a

basketball version of N-TAIS, in response to the need for a

sport specific instrument. It is suggested that this ver-

sion would a1low an accurate identification of Attentional
Style strengths and weaknesses in basketball players. This

would be done by measuring each attentional subscale and

identifying good scores and poor scores. Specific mental

training would then be recommended based on the identified
weaknesses. One example of mental training rnay include

learning how to narrow your focus of attention through vari-
ous exerc r ses . The basketball version of N-TAIS (¡-gatt

TAI S ) woui-d also help di st ingui sh between athletes of di f -
ferent caliber. Goldberg (1972') has stated that the field
of psychological assessment has three major goals (a) the

finding of important individual differences (b) the best vray

to measure these differences and (c) the utilization of

these measures towards theoretical and applied purposes.

Two of the objectives of this study adhere to the first two

goals of psychological research. The third goal involves

using the test for selection and will be adhered to with
less emphasis than the first two goals. One of the major

problems with psychological tests is the lack of predictive
validity. Other problems are: the athletes will fake their
answers in order to look good or they will fake bad answers

in order to get the coaches sympathy. The use of the B-BalI
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TÀrs v¡i11 be directed to university athretes or commmitted

athletes, in general, aÍrer the ceam has been selected.
Psychological testing should still remain optional because

the willingness of the athlete is necessary for accurate re-
sults and progress (notteriII, 1986). The creation of a B-

Barl TArs may encourage coaches to incorporate mental train-
ing into their practices. Often if something can be

measured, improved upon and then measured again showing im-

provement, coaches and athletes are more tikely to priorize
their time to psychological training. Nideffer has pub-

lished an extensive program in attention control training
(eCt) as one example of psychological training (pratt & Ni-
def f er, 1981 ) .

1.3 HYPOTHESES

1. The subscales for the B-Bal-l TÀrs have significant reli-
ability coefficients.
2. The average reriability coefficient for the B-BarI TArs

will be greater than the reliability coefficient of N-TÀrs.

3. The B-Barl TÀrs demonstrates that a correration exists
between the rank order of the players (based on caliber) and

scores on the test subscales as carculated by the spearman

Rho.

4. The B-Barr TArs will have a higher correration than

N-IAIS as calculated by the Spearman Rho. Specifically, the

correlation is between the rank order of the players (based

on caliber) and scores on the test subscales.
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5. The B-BaIl TÀIS distinguishes between the caliber of the

three groups of basketbail players using the Wilcoxon Rank

Sum Test.

6. The B-BaIl TÀIS demonstrates a more consistent relation-
ship to basketball ability than N-TAIS.

1.4 LIMITATIONS

(a) the final B-8a11-TAIS yras restricted to basketball play-

ers as the test is sport specific.
(b) the results are limited to the reliability, construct
validity and predictive validity of the test.

1.5 DELIMITÀTIONS

(a) the study is limited to the use of one test instrument

as a criterion for the validation of the B-8a11 TAIS.

(b) the study sample is limited to female basketball play-
ÂFC

1 .6 DEFTNITION OF TERIT{S

Àttent ion

Attention refers to the concentration of an individual on

critical features.

A,ttent ional Stv]e

Attentional style refers to the focus of attention of an

individual (i.e. broad; wide span of attention, narrov¡; fil-
tering out a great deal of information, internal; focusing

of thoughts and feelings and external; tending to the envi-
ronmentr âs defined by Nideffer, 1976).



Chapter II
REVIET{ OF RETJATED LITERÀTT'RE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The following literature review on attention is initiated
by presenting the components of attention and the rerevant

theories on this topic. Nideffer's contribution to the

theory of attention is also included in this section. À

section follows that includes the effects of anxiety on at-
tention as the interaction of these two are critical to
sport situations. Details of Nideffer's Test of Attentional
and rnterpersonar styre (tars) will be presented followed by

the last section covering support and criticisms directed at
the TAIS, thus leading to the purpose of this study.

2.2 DEFINITION OF ATTENTION

Wachtel (1967 ) believed that past definitions of atten-
tion did not incrude the complexity of the experience and

therefore were too general in scientific terms. For exam-

pIe, attention has the components of broadness in terms of

high scanning ability but is complicated by the degree to
which the person sees everything in her path. Narrowness is
a focused style of attention which can be represented by re-

6
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duced scanning, narrowing of the beam or greater fierd ar-
ticulation. Reduced scanning occurs when the individual fo-
cuses on certain features of the fierd most of the time, in-
stead of sampling many aspects. The narrowing of the beam

would result in a reduction in Èhe amount of information
handled in an integrated fashion. The last type of narrow-

ing would occur in a figure ground task where the individual
has to ignore the ground in order to see the figure. Thus,

serectively directing attention to relevant rather than ir-
relevant stimuli.

The need for further refinement of the term was undertak-

en in a study by Posner & Boies (1971). Àttention was di-
vided into three components; alertness, selectivity and pro-
cessing capacity. Àlertness h'as the abirity to develop and

maintain an optimal sensitivity to external stimuration.
serectivity y¡as the ability to choose relevant information
from irrelevant information. processing capacity was the

amount (number) of stimuri that an individuar can absorb. A

rimited capacity suggests that the individuar cannot do two

mental operations without them interfering with each other.
Arertness r¡as studied by varying the time between a warning

signal and a pair of letters which the subject h'as asked to
match. selectivity was studied by providing one of the two

letters so that the time to the second retter provided a

function rerated to encoding of Èhe first letter-matching
task. rt was arso found that both processes couid operate
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simultaneously without interference because they didn't in-
volve processing capacity. Processing capacity v¡as siudied

by a letter task. The subjects were told to press their
right index finger if the letter that appeared had the same

letter name. For example; A or a. They pressed their right
middle finger if the names were different. They vrere to
press their left index finger if they heard the white noise

burst in their ear. It was found that processing capacity

was limited when it involved encoding information.

2.3 THEORIES OF ÀTTENTION

The earliest theory of attention vras the selective filter
model. This model is pictorially a rryrr tube-Iike shape

which received stimuli in the two branches at the top and

processed the information after the juncture. Vthen stimuli
entered simultaneously through both channels, the informa-

tion became jammed in the junction. Processing, as a re-
sult, did not occur. When one stimulus preceded another

stimulus the first stimulus was attended to and the latter
was blocked out completely (Broadbent, 1957).

Broadbent (1958) described selective attention as a fil-
ter which chose stimuli on the basis of biased characteris-
tics and excluded others. In other words, stimuli that one

is able to relate to will be processed and other stimuli
will be excluded. Another idea on selective attention was

proposed, suggesting that when more than one stimuli was
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presented, the importance and general arousal that the in-
formation ericirs woutd be the oetermining factor in serec-

tion (Deutsch & Deutsch, 1963).

This was supported by studies presented by Egeth (1967)

where the author fed different information into both ears of

a subject simultaneously. The subject r.ras asked to block

out the message received in one ear and focus his attention
on information in the other ear. Initially, the subject r¡as

unabre to report what was said in the ear which was to be

ignored. when the experiment was repeated with the subjects
name occasionally being repeated in the ear he was to ig-
nore, the subject's attention $¡as altered. Thus, the sub-

ject was able to repeat parts of the message that vras pre-
sented following his name.

This demonstrated that information was not completely

blocked out, contradicting Broadbent (1957) and suggesting

that if the information is important enough it wourd be se-

lected. It also demonstrated that more than one stimuli can

be attended to at one time (Murray, 1974). Another aspect

of attention is the role of attention in a central and pe-

ripheral task. rt was found that when doing two unrerated

tasks at the same time, the ability to perform the peripher-

aI task was decreased (webster & Haslerud, 1964).

À more detailed theory was proposed on the Èopic of se-

lective attention (Norman, 1968). It involved the interpre-
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tation of the stimulus through matching it with what was aI-
reaoy in storage (memory). Based on this storage source, a

selection of the pertinent stimuli was made. The interpre-
tation process initially involved the transformation of the

signal into a physiological form. Various operations ex-

tracted special features of the signal and found the loca-
tion in storage of the matched information (stored represen-

tation ) . Based on this information or stored

representation, the importance and relevance of the stimuli
h'as assessed. This assessment v¡as done through the activa-
tion leve1 that $¡as elicited. The stimuli that elicited the

greatest activation was selected for further processing.

Modes of activation are of two types: a temporary excita-
tion (short-term storage) and a permanent excitation (long-

term storage ) .

Another theory of attention to be presented is the fea-

ture-integration theory (treisman & Gelade, 1980). It was

suggested that one becomes aware of unitary objects in two

different ways. Firstly, through focal attention. This

suggests that features come first in perception, automati-

caIIy and parallel across the visual field. For example,

stimuli are initially coded along a number of separate di-
mensions such as: colorr orientation, spatial frequency,

brightness and direction of movement. Objects are identi-
fied later in the process. The synthesis, of these separate

representations, is through the serial processing with focal
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attention. Once they are correctly registered, the compound

objects are stored as such for future perception. The au-

thors stated that without focused attention, features wourd

not be related to each other. When memory decay occurs or

interference resulted the features would disintegrate and

"float free" or combine to form "i1lusory conjunctions."
The "i11usory conjunctions" are the incorrect combining of

features that occur when more than one unattended object is
presented. This theory suggested that one cannot conscious-

Iy "perceive" an unattached shape without also giving it a

color, size, brightness or Iocation. However, unattended

areas are not perceived as empty space. In order to clarify
this point, a second awareness of unitary objects vras called
top-down processing. The unfocused attention or exposure to
overloading resurted in features which courd be formed ran-

domly yielding ' illusory conjunctions. ' However, in the

highly familiar environment in which one operates, searching

for the right conjunctors vras almost error-free. Only if
the task is unfamiliar or ress predictabre was efficiency
decreased. This theory helps one to understand the rela-
tionship between familiar and noveL stimuli.

The theory of attention used in this study v¡as outrined
by Nideffer (1979a). Nideffer has identified two dimensions

of attention. Firstly, the width dimension which can be

narrov¡ or broad. secondly, the direction dimension which

can be externar or internal. Attentional processes have
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both state and trait components associated with each of the

attentional abirities (broad-externar; broad-internar; nar-
row-external and narrow-internal. See Àppendix A, Figure

1).

The ability to develop all four areas takes time and ex-
perience. lndividuals who are dominated by one of these at-
tentional styres will make attentional errors if it's domi-

nance is inappropriately focused. For example, the

individual who is dominated by the broad-internar focus of

attention tends to overanalyze and out-think himself. In-
stead of attending to the task, he is trying to decide what

to do next or what should have been done on the last play.
This was called "analysis to the point of pararysis" (t¡ider-

fer, 1981; Botterill & Winston, 1984).

The goar for the athlete is to become mentalry flexibre.
This means to have the abirity to switch the focus of atten-
tion from one of the four types of attentional styles to an-

other. Thus, using this flexibility as the sport's situ-
ation demands (Hiaeffer, 1979a; Orlick, 1980).

To be dominated by one attentional styre (see Àppendix À)

can turn a strength into a weakness. This is because of the

fairure to shift to a more appropriate type of concentration

as is demanded by the situation. This inflexibility often
results when under pressure (Niaetfer, 1979b).
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Even the best athletes have some attentional weaknesses.

For example, Reggie Jackson vras in the second game oi the

world series and the last man at bat. The count lras three

and two with two out. Therefore, the runners on base were

going to be running on the delivery of the pitch. Jackson's

narrow-external- focus of attention was broken because he

forgot that the runners would be moving. As a result he

thought about the runners, thus his attention nas focused

inwardly for a second and by that time, the ball was by him

for the final out (Niaeffer, 1979b).

AlI sports and sport situations require specific atten-
tional styles. For example, tower diving requires a high

degree of concentration with attention focused externally
and very narrowly (Hiaeffer, 1971 &. 1983a). This same at-
tentional style is necessary in executing a free-throw in
basketball. This year a basketball player on the Bison Wo-

men's Basketball Team went to the free-throw line in a crit-
ical game and was noticeably distracted by the coach of the

other team. Às a result, one might hypothesize that she

could not regain the narrow external attention required to
stay on task. Instead, she focused internally attending to
negative thoughts about the rudeness of the opposing coach,

thus, such irrelevant information proved to be distracting
and she missed the shot.

It is sometimes hard

but this can be worked

ignore distracting voices or cues

with practice. For example ¡ d

to

on
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tennis player who was distracted by rine calls in competi-

tion may work on a straiegy to help refocus her attention.
rt might be a simple serf-statement stating that bad calls
are all a part of the game. This will enable the athrete to
focus back on the task (Weinberg, 1984).

There is a need for a coach in a sports situation to be

abre to predict performance in order to decide on the next

substitution. rt is varuabre information to know who is
most likely to "choke" (hi'gh NÀR & RED subscale scores) and

who has the mental toughness to handle the pressure (high

BET, Brr & NÀR; row oET, orr & RED subscale scores) (Nidef-

fer, 1979b). À coach must be able to anticipate the effects
of a harf-time talk. The coach must know when it is time to
get angry at the athletes and when to stay calm and help

them to focus their attention on relevant information. Àn

athrete that is confident can be charlenged and one who

lacks confidence may need to be redirected (Nideffer, 1980b;

Buceta, 1 985) .

2.4 TI{E EFFECTS OF ÀNXIETY ON ÀTTENTION

It has been accepted that as anxiety increases, the focus

of attention narrolrs and as a result performance decreases

in complex tasks (Easterbrook, 1959; Agnew & Agnew, 19G3¡

9^lachtel ,1967 & 68).
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Attention $ras divided into two attentional processes,

span and scanning by McNamara & Fisch (1964). Tire span of

attention is concerned with the total number of stimulus eI-
ements and/or the gross amount of stimulus inforrnation per-

ceived in that span which are relevant to a task. Scanning

requires "the discrimination of small- nuances in and between

cue elements where no previous experience has occurred with

the specific elements, and is concerned with acquisition and

acceptance or rejection of specific cue elements relevant to
a task" (McNamara & Fisch, 1964, p. 572). Therefore, the

person knows what specifically to focus on and ignores ir-
relevant stimuli. These processes were tesLed under three

treatrnent conditions. The f irst vras high motivation,

through a nonrelevant means, by the threat of electric
shock. The second condition v¡as high motivaLion through a

relevant means by money reinforcement. Relevant motivation
was interpretated to mean that it vras reLevant to the task.
The more t,he subject did the more the subject was reinforced

by money. The electric shock was a nonrelevant motivator

because it s¡as not relevant to the task. The subjects were

told that they could not avoid the shock even if they per-

formed well on the task. The third condition was a low mo-

tivation group. McNamara & Fisch (1964) found that the span

mechanism was adversely affected by highly relevant and

highly nonrelevant motivation. In terms of the scanning

mechanism, the high nonrelevant motivation (threat of shock)

was not disruptive in general and high relevant motivation



(money reinforcement)

scores.

16

resulted in significantly better test

Weltman & Egstrom (1966) conducted a stuoy in the sport

of underwater diving. The task r{as f or the diver Lo react

to a light located 60 degrees into the periphery on Lhe left
side of his mask. The diver was to turn out the light by an

underwater switch he carried as soon as he could see it.
This was done while doing a dial monitoring task (passive)

or an addition task (active) Iocated centrally in his focus

of attention. The researchers also had a group of subjects

doing the peripheral light task al-one. These tasks were

done in three settingsr oh the surface, in a tank and in the

ocean. The ocean setting was considered the situation ¡.rhich

would induce some stress to the sport. It was found that
the simultaneous performance of the central and peripheral

task did not affect significantly the response time needed

to switch off the peripheral light. This also occured on

the surface and response time remained the same over all ex-

perimentar runs. The authors suggested that this demonstrat-

ed that the central task vras not demanding enough to dis-
tract one from the peripheral task. However, for some

subjects the response times were longer in the ocean than in
the tank. This partially supported the idea that under

stress perceptual narrowing occured. However, not a1l sub-

jects reacted this vray because diving in the ocean was not

stressful for all the subjects.
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Wachtel suggested that more research was needed to assess

the kind of narrowing that occureci under stress, as weLl as

identify the type of individuals that v¡ere like1y to be

stressed more easily than others. To provide this informa-

tion a tracking task h'as used by Wachtel ( 1 968 ) wittr time on

target as the dependent variable. There v¡ere four groups

with the first being a control group. Group two was told
that the subjects would receive an el-ectric shock while do-

ing a task over which they had no control. The third group

was told that they woul-d receive an electric shock if their
scores were below a certain point. Thus, the subjects had

control over the shock occurring. The fourth group vras told
that if they vlere doing poorly, a light would come on to in-
dicate this. Subjects were to turn off this light as soon

as it came on. The scoring in all groups was the time on

target minus the time the light $Ias on. Therefore, all
groups had to divert their attention to turn off the tight
but only the fourth group had a purpose attached to the

light coming on.

It was found that groups one (the control group) and four
(no threat of el-ectric shock) performed no differently than

groups two and three who both had the threat of shock. This

finding v¡as in terms of performance on the central task.
However the peripheral task yielded Ionger reaction times

for groups two and three rel-ative to one and four.



It was also found that groups two which

tire electríc shock had poorer periormance

tion time to turn the peripheral light of

who had control over the electric shock.

formed similarly on the centrally located

18

could not control
in terms of reac-

f than group three

Both groups per-

task.

This study enhanced information pertaining to what occurs

to the focus of attention, under an anxious situation, when

the anxiety can be controll-ed. The next question that need-

ed to be answered !¡as: what happens to attention when anxi-
ety is increased and the peripheral cues provide rerevant as

opposed to irrelevant information?

To examine this question, subjects were told to focus

straight ahead at two lights (Cornsweet , 1969). In the pe-

riphery there t¡ere lights on either side of the subject.
Following an auditory cue, one of the rights in front of the

subject went on. The sùbject wourd rerease one of two but-
tons which he was continualry depressing to indicate whether

the right or left light went on. Without the subjects
knowledge, whenever the right light went on in front of him,

the right periperal light came on as a warning Iight. rf the

subject figured out this strategy and therefore was paying

attention to his periphery, the reaction time would be cut
down noticeably.

It was found that when using relevant peripheral cues,

under an anxious situation (threat of electric shock) the
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subjects did not narrovr their focus of attention. Subjects

used these peripheral cues to aio in their performance to a

higher degree than the nonaroused subjects.

Cornsweet (1969) stated that previous studies had not

tested the subjects under conditions where the peripheral

inf ormation tras relevant to the task. This is a rnisconcep-

tion because Wachtel (1968) as described above, used rele-
vant peripheral information. The lights going on in the pe-

riphery had to be turned off by the subject as quickly as

possible. This time, $¡as subtracted from the time on tar-

9et, of the central task. Therefore, the information in the

periphery v¡as important or relevant to the total performance

of the task. If this is true, then the results are con-

flicting. WachteL's subject's attention narrowed as anxiety
increased and Cornsweet's subject did not. Perhaps Corn-

sweet's task required a degree of narrowing in order to con-

centrate better on the white lights. Wachtel's study had

orange lights in the periphery which would require less con-

centration. Às anxiety increased a narrowing occurred and

this lack of concentration on the periphery affected per-

formance.

The above idea has also been supported by Hockey (1970)

and Bacon (1974). Specifically, some stimuli are paid at-
tention to more than others under normal circumstances. As

anxiety increased the subject focused more intently on the

stimuli he had previously focused on and ignored the extra-
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neous stimuri. Thus, there was an increase in attentional
selectivity as anxiety was increased and sensitivity r¡as

systematically lost to stimuli which was not initially fo-
cused on.

Another reason for the conflicting resurts might be that
cornsweet was using a single task in which attention did noL

have to be divided. Wachtel, on the other hand, relied on

divided attention in order for his subjects to perform (¡.an-

der, 1982).

Ànxiety can have adverse effects on written tests as

werl. This has been explained by the fact that Low test-
anxious peopre are able to keep their thoughts on the task

at hand and thus perform welr. High test-anxious people fo-
cus their attention inwardry on self-evaruation, worrying
about their responses and concerned about fairing and as a

result don't perform as well (Wine, 1971).

Walker, Nideffer & Boomer (1977 ) found in the sport of
tower diving that as anxiety increased and the dive became

more comprex, pêrformance Ìras inhibited. other support for
this was seen in a study by Kauss (1978). After administer-
ing a questionaire based on an athlete's readiness for com-

petition, the author found that "starters" $¡ere perceived to
perform better when carm, while ress utirized prayers are

better when worked up. This can also be related to the com-

prexity of the task. A "starter" probably performs more
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comprex tasks than the "non-starter" because the former's
skill leveì is higher tiran rhe ratter. Ã compiex dive would

tend to take more concentration than a more basic dive. If
anxiety was increased concentration would be broken and the

diver would focus internarry. As a resurt, the diver wourd

inwardly focus on thoughts such as described above on the

written tests.

studies have been conducted on hostire-aggressive ath-
retes and generally anxious athletes. rn both cases their
state of mental hearth inhibited their performance. Hos-

tile-aggressive athletes were distracLed by their emotions

instead of focusing their attention on the task at hand

(silva , 1979). Coleman (1980) studied athletes in the

shooting sports and found that those who are generally in a

high anxious state tend to lack the concentration necessary

to be world class shooters.

This reas arso found when testing open and closed skirl
shooters. High anxiety athletes tended to be at reast a

fuI1 standard deviation higher on the overload and reduced

attentional focus scares of Nideffer's TArs. rt vras found

that low anxious shooters l¡ere generally better shooters and

were better at maintaining focus on task relevant cues.

These subjects arso were better abre to reduce their sensi-
tivity to task-irrelevant environmental stimuli (r,anders,

1978 & 1982).
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When considering all the effects that arousal has on per-

formance, it is important for the coach to kno¡+ the percep-

tual demands of the sport. Attentional focus can be broa-

dened or narrowed by changes in arousal level of the ath-
lete. The coach then can stimulate this change as the

demands of the sport require (Landers, 1978).

The presence of an audience can motivate the athlete and

thus increase performance. However, if the audience in-
creased the arousal of the athlete to a point that does not

match the demands of the sport then performance is inhibited
(Landers & McCuIlagh, 1976).

A quarterback who missed the open man because he narrowed

his focus of attention has to relax on the sidelines in or-
der to broaden his focus. The effect of a coach yelling at
the quarterback would increase his arousal further and

therefore would not be giving the athlete what he needed. A

better approach would be for the coach to help the quarter-
back focus on the next set of strategies needed when he goes

into the game again. This would keep his anxiety level down

and thus help him to re-focus his attention (uiaeffer,

1978).

There are three things

iety is increased. First
to go from one focus of

Second, the attentional

that happen to attention when anx-

, the flexibility of the individual
attention to another is reduced.

focus begins to narrol,¡ involuntari-
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1y. Thirdly, th,e attention becomes internarly f ocused (¡¡i.-

deffer, 1 980b) . rdentifying an athretes attentional
strengths and weaknesses will aid the coach in determining
which athletes are most likely to be effected by an anxious

situation to the detriment of their performance. For exam-

ple, an athlete with a high NAR subscale score and low BET

subscale score will become attentionally reduced sooner than

someone with a high BET subscale score (Niaeffer, 1990a).

This last paragraph outlined a more specific effect of

anxiety on attention. It also described how attention
changes as anxiety increases from a moderate level to a very

extreme IeveI. It is important to remember that anxiety
only occurs when the individuar perceives a situation as

threatening. Às athretes go through different situations,
their experience reduces the number of situations that they

see as threatening.

2.5 NTDEFFERTS rnsr oF ÀTTENTToNÀL AND TNTERpERSoNAL sryrJg

Nideffer (1983b) t¡as stated that individuals in psycholo-

gy, have recognized that a person's ability to control at-
tention; to direct it to task rerevant cues and to avoiding
irrerevant cues are critical determinants of behavior. rt
can explain the difference between an excelrent performance

and a poor performance. rn order to understand, control and

predict behavior, one must be abre to measure a combination

of attentionar style (traits) personality characteristics
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determine howand interpersonal situations or

they affect performance.

In response to the need for an instrument which could

measure attention, Nideffer designed the TÀIS. It is a pen-

ciI and paper self-report inventory containing 144 questions

which takes about twenty-five minutes to complete. There

are seventeen subscales of which six are attentional, two

are control and nine are interpersonal. The six attentional
subscales are important in the sport settings in hope of un-

derstanding, controlling and predicting athletic behavior.
(see Àppendix À). À shorter version of the TAIS is found in
Àppendix C. This version includes the fifty-nine questions

that Ì.¡ere later revised for the B-8a11 TAIS. The rationale
and test construction vras extracted from Jackson (1971 ) and

was presented earlier in Lhis paper (Hiaeffer, 1981). Ni-
deffer (1983) formulated behaviorally relevant items (ques-

tions) ttrat were felt to tap the various skills and abili-
ties important in day to day J-iving. Items that represent

eighteen subscales v¡ere adrninistered to college students.

An item analysis vras performed on the test. Specifically,
each item was correlated with the various subscales on the

test. From this, the higher correlated subscales vrere re-
tained ¡ yielding seventeen conceptually independent subs-

caIes.

It was assumed that the attentional characteristics being

measured by the TAIS reflect performance related ability.
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concurrent validity is shown by the correrations between

performance on the attentional scores of the TÀIS and a

coach's performance ratings of male swimmers on an eÌeven-

item scare. The resurts demonstrated that the swimmers who

scored high on the three scales; overloaded external, over-

loaded internal and reduced attentional focus were rated by

the coach's as inconsistent performers. correrations were

.60, .67 and .63 for the three subscales respectively.
Swimmers scoring high on the TÀIS scale measuring the ten-
dency to make errors of underinclusion (narrowing their fo-
cus) were rated by the coach as choking under pressure,

falling apart if they make early performance errors, having

to work hard for everything they obtain and as becoming v¡or-

ried about one particular thing and dwelling on it. These

correl-ations vrere .75 , .59, .66 and .80 respectively (Hidet-

fer, 1976) .

The test-retest reliability for the TAIS is .83 with a

mean two-week period between testing. There was a signifi-
cant difference between males and females on five of the

seventeen TÀIS subscales, therefore providing support for
controlling for sex as a variable in research utirizing this
inventory. Specifically, for the attentional subscales, the

males scored higher on BIT & NAR subscales. Males also

scored higher on three of the interpersonar styre subscales;

P/O (more physically oriented) rex (more intellectually ex-

pressive) and PÀE (less expressive of positive affect). The
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differences were exprained on the basis of social learning
discrepancies. Namely, men are described as more physicaily
oriented, more openly competitive, and less expressive of.

positive affect than females. ÀIso, males need to be in
control and their competitiveness causes men to make more

use of the narrowed and broad-internal attentional process-

es.

construct validity vras examined by correlating TÀrs subs-

cales with the same individuals scores on other psychologi-

cal instruments. For example; MMPI, California F Scale,

Rotter Internal-External (I-E) Sca1e, and others. It was

found that the correlations between the TÀrs and other tests
provided some construct validity. For example, TAIS self-
esteem correrates .69 with Por serf-regard, TÀrs introver-
sion with neuroticism on the MpI (.¡0) and with spontaneity

on the POI (-.61). Construct validity was shown by correla-
tions with other tests in the fotlowing attentional subs-

cales: becoming overloaded with internal stimuli, making

errors of underincrusion and having an effective broad in-
ternal focus (Niaetfer, 1976).

The TAIS scores were translated into T-scores and put on

standard score sheets to indicate the individual's profiles
(ì,liaetfer, 1980a). The standardized scores v¡ere devised

fron administering the TAIS to college students. The mean

and median of the profile, in this case are the same, namely

50.
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The percentile scores are useful if the individual wants

to compare himself to the average person, however, ít was

suggested that the best comparison is with yourself (pratt &

Nideffer, 1981). The goal is self assessment. The individ-
ua1 can become aware of their strengths and weaknesses and

is encouraged to act on improving on weaknesses through y.t-
ious training techniques. For example, progressive muscular

relaxation, mental rehearsal and attention-controL training
(NationaI Coaching Certification Council, 1981 ¡ Nideffer &

Sharpe , 1978; Owen & Lanning, 1982). A description of these

and other methods of improving attentional control are be-

yond the scope of this review.

This section of the review has demonstrated the validity
and reliability of the TAIS and emphasized some uses for ad-

ministering the test. The final portion of this review

gives further support for the validity of the TAIS as well

as some speculation as to whether the subscales are indeed

measuring what they are supposed to measure.

2.6 SUPPORT À}TD CRITICISMS PRESENTED ON TI{E TÀIS

A study by DePaIma & Nideffer (1977 ) involved assessing

the ability of the TArs to identify and discriminate between

existing subgroups of psychiatric patients and normal sub-

jects. The results were favourable in terms of being able

to identify the psychiatric patients through the interpreta-
tion of their profiles. The test was able to distinguish
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the patients between the existing subcategories. For exam-

pIe, separating the premorbid scirizophrenics f rom tire psy-

chotics and neurotics.

Turner and cirrirand (1977 ) questioned the validity of

the six attentionar scales of the TArs. The subjects used

in this study were ten male and forty-six female introducto-
ry social science students who participated as a part of a

course requirement. The subjects were tested using a Block

Design test which requires subjects to simultaneousry attend
to a color and pattern. subjects who perform well on this
test are abre to attend to smal1 portions of the figure at a

time. The digit span test measures the ability to focus at-
tention and concentrate. The researchers found that when

using the above mentioned tests, only one of the twenty-four
correlations calculated vrere statistically significant.
Turner and Gillirand (1977) concluded that the construct va-

lidity of Nideffer's TAIS requires further study.

Nideffer (1977 ) anaryzed the raw data and added different
types of subjects to the data in order to get a normal_ popu-

lation. This resulted in reporting significant correra-
tions. Turner and GilliIand (1g77) faired to consider that
the Block Design test is only a good test if used with a

normar population. The researcher had used a bright college
population which skewed the scores.
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1983) tfre TÀIS was adrninistered

The players vrere from a univer-
teams and one "AAA" Cegept team.

average and good decision mak-

a three on two and two on one

there was no significant differ-
the three groups. This led to

must become more situation spe-

devised a Tennis-TAIS in

pertaining to the atten-
. For example, a ques-

ing the overload external

"At stores, f am faced with so many choices I can't
make up my mind" (p. 152).

The Tennis-TÀIS (t-fefS) wouLd read:

"When making a shot, f'm faced with so many alter-
native placements that f can't make up my mind"

(p. 1s3).

This Èest vras administered to forty-five men and forty-
five women tennis prayers from two crubs and one public ten-
nis rocation which h'ere of varying skirl leveI. van schoyck

and Grasha found that the T-TÀrs had higher t.est-retest re-
I iabi I ity coef f ic ients and internal consi stency alphas
(cronbach Alphas) than Niddefer's TÀrs. correlations and
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factor analysis supported Nideffer's width dimension, but

the direction dimension was absenr. These researchers found

that sixty percent of the variance was contributed to the

first factor. The subscales that cornposed this first factor
$ras BET and Brr. This supported Nidef f er's width dimension

and was considered the "scanning" factor. The second factor
accounted for nineteen percent of the variance and was com-

posed of subscales OET, OIT and NÀR (see Appendix À). The

authors considered this the "focusing" factor and also sup-

ported Nideffer's width dimension. rt was concruded that
the sport specific TArs was a better instrument for assess-

ing tennis players than the general TÀIS developed by Nidef-
f er.

There has been some thought that attention must be inves-

tigated in terms of alertness, selectivity and processing

capacity as described earlier in this review (posner &

Boies, 1971). As a resuÌt, Etzel (1979) developed a rifle-
shooting guestionnaire representing five subscales. They

were, capacity, duration, intensivity, flexibility and se-

lectivity. Àttentional capacity was defined as the amount

of mental effort used to attend to shooting-related stimuli
at any moment. Attentional duration was defined as the

amount of time spent on attending to specific task-rerated
stimuri. Attentionar intensivity was defined as the degree

of arert conscious sensitivity to task-related stimuli at a

certain point in time. Attentional flexibility is the abil-
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ity of an individual to direct and arter the scope and focus

of attention. This defínition is in accordance with Nidef-
fer's def inition (1976) . Attentional selectivity is the

process of discriminantly perceiving relevant task-related
stimuli and the ability to screen out irrelevant task-relat-
ed stimuli. Etzel (1979 ) found through factor anarysis arl
the factors were relevant except duration. Thus, Nideffer's
two-dimensional model of attention has been discarded by Et-
zer and expanded to four rerativery independent components.

rt is possibre that these factors only emerged because of

the specificity of the sport.

When examining a study (MiIIer, Blackler & Edwards, 1983)

done in the sport of field-hockey, it vras found that atten-
tionar capacity was described separately from attentional
styre. Attentionaf style was described under the two dimen-

sional idea as stated by Nideffer., Attentional capacity, on

the other hand, was described as the ability to recognize a

situation, decide the plan of action and execute the re-
sponse. The purpose of the study was to test whether a bet-
ter prayer was abre to process the information more effi-
ciently and therefore take in more information. Ànother

thought $¡as that the better athretes take in the same amount

of information but are abre to process it in ress time. Two

groups of athretes performed a contror dribbring task. one

group was from the first team and the other group was from

the seventh team in terms of league ranking. There was no
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difference in their ability to control the ball. Subjects

repeated the test but this tíme had to simultaneousiy call
out the color of the illuminated light as they went along

the course. It v¡as found that the more skilled players from

team one did better at the task and made less discrimination
errors than the players from team two. This supported the

idea that better players are more efficient at processing

more inf ormation then poorer players (t"ri1Ier, BIackl-er & Ed-

wards, 1983). Àgain this subclass of attention was called
attentional capacity which was tested separately from atten-
tional style. Thus, indicating support for Nideffer's two

dimensions of attentional style and partial support for Et-
zef's sport specific hypothesis.

A portion of attentional capacity was examined by À1lard,

Graham & Paarsalu (1980). À group of basketball players

were compared with nonplayers on a recalt task of basketball
games. One half of the slides included unstructured situ-
ations Iike turnovers or a defensive rebound. The other

half represented structured p1ay, such as an offensive pat-
tern or a type of pressing defense. It was found that the

basketball players v¡ere better at recognizing only the

structured slides.

The second part of the study was to view some of the same

slides again while adding nev¡ srides. rt vras f ound that the

basketball players were able to recognize the nonstructured

and structured slides better than the nonplayers. The au-
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thors' concruded that this indicated that the basketball
players had a deeper perceptuaì- encoding mechanism than the

nonplayers. This finding relates to the situation recogni-

tion part of attentional capacity discussed in the above

mentioned field hockey study (MilIer, BlackIer & Edwards

(1e83).

It vras f ound that voIleyball players also v¡ere more ad-

vanced in their abirity to perceive volIeybal1 situations.
When presented with structured and unstructured situations
on slides, the players were superior to nonplayers in de-

tecting whether the volleyball vras present or absent in the

slide. ÀIlard and Starkes (1980a) described this advanced

perceptual ability as a rapid visual search targeted on the

ball.

The TAIS has been administered to golf players. The re-
sults indicated that the better golfers were overloaded by

external stimuli, had a broad internal focus, tended to have

a reduced attentional focus and tended to worry about spe-

cific things a great deal. It is clear that the golfers
wouLd be poor golfers if they actually had the above atten-
tional problems whire gorfing. These findings v¡ere taken

Iightly because the TAIS measures attention in daily Iife
and better insight on attentional style would occur in a

sport specif ic TAIS (t<irschenbaum & Bale, 1980).

supporting the need for a more sport specific TÀIS.

Aga in,
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Further criticisms of N-TAIS is apparent when analyzing

Nidefier's data on concurrent validity. The correlarion
coefficients reported by Nideffer (1976) ttrat were found to
support concurrent validity were .75 for choking under pres-

sure, and .59 for falling apart if they make early perform-

ance errors. Athletes who had to work hard for everything

they obtain had a correlation coefficient of .66. While the

athlete that y¡as becoming worried about one particurar thing
and dwelling on it had a correlation coefficient of .80.

These coefficients are not high enough to make important de-

cisions about an individual. Van Schoyck & Grasha (1981)

found that Nideffer's TÀIS had an overall internal consis-
tency alpha of .63. In fact, all the subscales were report-
ed as being below .78. It has been suggested that an inter-
na1 consitency measure above.80 is necessary. If a

subscale cannot satisfy this criterion, then, the researcher

should try to determine the reason for this occurence (Cra-

Do, W. D. & Brewer, M.8., 1973). The Tennis TÀIS was found

to have an internal consistency alpha of .72 overall and

only two subscales fell below .80. Both tests have subscale

alpha's below the criterion set by the above authors. The

higher alpha's found in the T-TÀIS lead to the conclusion

thaL it was a better instrument than Nideffer's TAIS and

thus another reason for the importance of a sport specific
TAI S.
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2.7 ST'MMÀRY

Àttention contains broad (scanning) and narrow (focus)

components. Àttention can be focused externally or inter-
nalIy. It can be divided into alertness, selectivity and

processing capacity. I ndi viduals become avrare of st imul i
through focal attention and top-down processing. The ef-

fects of anxiety on attention includes the decrease in men-

taI flexibility, the narrowing of attention and the involun-
tary narrowing of attention inwardly.

The Test of Àttentional and Interpersonal Sty1e was de-

veloped as a paper and pencil self-report inventory. It is
composed of seventeen subscales of which the six attentional
subscaLes are relevant to the athletic situation. There has

been criticism of this test in terms of its generality.
Therefore,, others have tried to design a more sports specif-
ic test of attentional style, There is evidence that a more

sport specific test is a better test and therefore the di-
rection for future research.



Chapter III
METHODS AI.¡D PROCEDT¡RES

3.1 SUBJECTS

Ninety female basketball players served as subjects in
this study. The subjects e¡ere divided into three equal

groups based on caliber. Group one consisted of thirty
players representative of the University leveI. They were

considered the "elite" group. Groups two and three consist-
ed of players from grades nine through twelve. The former,

consisted of the better players from a high school basket-

ball team. They v¡ere considered the "superior" group. The

latter, consisted of the weaker players from highschool bas-

ketball teams. They were considered the "average" players.

3.2 PROCEDT'RE

Junior highschool and highschool basketball teams were

randomly selected using a random number table. The coaches

of these teams were contacted and some background informa-

tion vras discussed with them as to the purpose of the test
and what vras involved. This method was repeated until Lhe

fuI1 compliment of subjects volunteered.

-36
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3.3 TEST CONSTRUCTION

Fifty-nine guestions were directed at the attentional
style subscares and the information processing control subs-

cale which was adapted from N-TÀIS. The attentional style
subscales vrere reworded to a related basketbarl situation.
This v¡as done with the aid of the T-TÀrs sample questions
(Van Schoyck & Grasha, 1981 ). For example, N-TÀIS question:

"I am good at rapidly scanning crowds and

picking out a particular person or face" (p. 152) .

The T-TÀIS changes this question to:
"f am good at quickly analyzing a tennis

opponent and assessing strengths and

weaknesses" (p. 1 53 ) .

The B-ball TAIS will read:

"I am good at quickly analyzing opposing basket-

ball players and assessing strengths and weaknesses.r'

A great deal of work has been done to validate N-TAIS,

therefore the same sentence construction was maintained, in

order to alter the test as litt1e as possible. The complete

B-8a11 TÀIS is found in Appendix B. These paralleJ. the sam-

ple questions of N-TÀIS found in Appendix A.

A pilot study was completed to determine whether subjects

had any difficulty with questions on the B-BaIl TÀIS, and to
faciritate a preJ-iminary statistical analysis of the instru-
ment. rt was found that the NÀR and BET subscale scores had
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low reliabirity coefficients. Questions representing these

subscales were given further examination and it vras noticed

that questions 4, 6, 20, 42, 44 and 55 lacked clarity and

had the potential to be mis-interpreted. Questions 8, 33

and 34 were considered to be not measuring the proposed

subscale. Therefore, these guestions from the B-BaIl TAIS

used in the pilot study were revised (see Àppendix B).

It was found that the predictive validity of both tests
v¡as not signif icant. Ho$rever, the B-Balr TArS demonstrated

higher overall correlation coefficients than N-TAIS. The

construct varidity did noL show a significant difference be-

tween the two groups for either tests. However, it was

found that with the B-Ball- TAIS, the higher caliber group

had better scores among all the subscales than the lower

cariber groups. N-TAIS demonstrated better scores for the

poor caliber group. This indicates that the B-8a11 TÀIS has

the potential to distinguish between athletes of different
caliber. This also yields support for a sport specific
measure of attentional style.

3.4 TEST ÀDMINISTRÀTION

The subjects were given a brief written introduction as

to the purpose of the study and some background information
(see Àppendix D). N-TAIS questions were administered in

their entirety. However, only the scores for the questions

representing the six attentional subscales and the informa-
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tion processing control subscares v¡ere used for purposes of

this study. The reason for this was that only these parcic-
urar subscal-es were pertinent to the statistical procedures

later described.

HaIf of the subjects in each group did the TÀIS first and

the other half did the B-8a11 TArs first. This $¡as achieved

by altering the order of the tests given to each player.
This yras to ensure that the order of doing the test was not

a factor. The subjects that requested a copy of their
scores on the TArs and B-8a11 TÀrS with interpretations,
provided their name and address on the back of the B-8a11

TArs. To ensure that alr three groups of subjects received

the same introductory information before doing the tests, an

information sheet (see appendix D) preceded the TÀIS.

3.5 RELIÀBILTTY

In order to assess reliability of the B-BaI1 TAIS, the

test-retest technique was used. Thirty re-tests vrere dis-
tributed to the "elite" group and twenty-two of them Ì{ere

returned. The interval between the tests was two to three
weeks. Each subscare for each of these subjects vrere com-

pared on the original test to the re-test score. One reli-
ability coefficient v¡as drawn from the data set for each

subscale. À significant reLiability coefficient vras set at
the .05 revel. rn order to assess internal consistency for
the entire test, Cronbach alphas were measured.
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3.6 CONSTRUCT VÀLIDITY

In order to account for the total variation, in terms of
proportions among the subscales in the B-8a11 TÀIS, a prin-

ciple component Analysis was performed. This procedure also
presented the correlations between the subscales for the

TAIS and B-Ball TAIS.

Further evidence of validity was assessed through the re-
lationship of the B-8a11 TÀrs and TÀrs scores to basketball
skill level. The difference between the three groups of

scores for each scale was assessed by the wilcoxon-Rank sum

test at the .05 alpha level.

3.7 PREDICTII/E VALIDITY

The ability of the Basketball-TArs to predict differences
within a group of top University basketball players would

provide additional evidence of validity. Specifically, the

top University players were ranked by their coaches. The

combining of the rankings was assisted by the women's Junior
Provincial Assistant Coach. The grade nine to twelve high-
schoor prayers were ranked by their coaches and the combin-

ing of the rankings was assisted by the Women's Juvenile
Head Basketball coach. The rank-order correlations for
these players vras calculated for the B-Ball TÀIS and the

TAIS using the Spearman Rho at the .05 level. The rank-cor-
reration was computed between an individual's ranking and

the score on each subscale.



Chapter IV

RESI'LTS AT{D DISCUSSION

4.1 RELIABILITY OF B-BALL TAIS

The sport-specific B-8a11 TAIS was expected to be a bet-
ter instrument for measuring attentionar style in basketball
players than N-TAIS. As presented in Table 1, it l¡as found

that N-TÀIS had all of the subscales with significant reli-
ability coefficients. The B-8a11 TÀIS had six out of seven

significant reliability coefficients. Both tests had almost

the same overall reliability coefficient, .75 for the B-8a11

TAIS and .747 for N-TÀIS. These coefficients are lower than

the .83 which was reported by Nideffer (1976). Van Schoyck

& Grasha (1981) found a test re-test correlation of .71 for
N-TAIS and .83 for the Tennis TAIS. The discrepancy between

these findings may be due to the different populations that
were tested (including numbers) or the differing interval
beÈween the test and re-test. Van Schoyck & Grasha (1981)

did the test re-test with forty-one subjects for N-TAIS and

forty-two subjects for the T-TÀIS. There was an interval of

ten to one hundred and one days between the tests, nith a

mean of thirty-two days. Nideffer (1976) had an interval of

two weeks for his study with introductory psychology stu-
dents (45 males and 45 females).

THE
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Table 1

Reliability Coefficients for both Tests (N=22)

Subscale

BET

BIT

OET

OIT

NÀR

RED

INFP

MEAN

B-BalI TÀIS Coefficient
.90 (.0001 ) *

.57 (.0052) *

.88 (.0001) *

.83 (.0001) :k

.90 (.0001) *

.40 ( .0647 )

.78 (.0001 ) *

.75

N-TÀIS Coefficient

.59 (.0033) *

.81 (.00001 )*

*

*

*

*

*

.79 ( . 0001

.86 (.0001

.82 (.0001)

. s1 (.0142)

.75 ( .0001 )

.7 47

*=significant
( ) denotes the

correlations

P-Value

at the .05 alpha level
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Tab1e 2

Internal Consistancy (Cronbach À1pha) (H=gO)

B-Ba11 TAIS ÀIphas N-TAIS Alphas

Subscale Àlphas Subscale Àlphas

BET

BIT

OET

OIT

NAR

RED

INFP

MEAN

.636s

.7355

.8086

.7233

.5675

.5722

.7088

.6899

BET

BIT

OET

OIT

NAR

RED

INFP

MEÀN

.6644

.67 32

.7003

.7 696

.4807

.627 6

.7506

.6666
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Às presented in Table 2, it was found that the internal
consistency (Cronbach) alpha's averaged out to a higher re-
Iiability coefficient than N-TÀIS. The B-8a11 TÀIS had

higher BIT, OET and NÀR subscale alpha's than N-TAIS.

N-TAIS had higher alpha's than the B-8a11 TAIS for BET, OIT,

RED and INFP.

The B-Barl TArs had a higher overall internal consistency

alpha, although the difference between the two tests was

very srnaII. Both tests demonstrated what would be consid-

ered good reliability scores for the purposes of this study.

The standard error of measurement ranged from .937 to 3.4

for the B-8a11 TÀIS and 1.28 to 2.21 for N-TÀIS. The fluc-
tuations in the consistency that do exist may .be due to: 1)

the mis-reading of a question, 2) the varying degree to
which the question measures that subscare construct, 3) the

ability of the subject to relate to the question and 4) ttre

truthfulness of the subject. It was also found through

written feedback, from highschool subjects, that only three

of sixty subjects had problems with some of the guestions.

Therefore, it must be concruded that the subjects had ade-

quate understanding of the questions.
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4.2 CONSTRUCT VAI,IDITY OF THE B-BATJL TAIS

The Principle Component anaJ.ysis as f ound in Table 3,

also included the inter-correlations among the subscales, as

found in Tab1e 4. The subscale pairs BET-BIT and OET-OIT

had high positive correlations. This finding was supported

by the Tennis TÄIS (Van Schoyck & Grasha, 1 981 ) . Van

Schoyck 6. Grasha stated that this was indicative of the com-

mon factor among the subscales. Namely, the "broad" focus

of attention for BET-BIT and the "overload" of scales

OET-OIT. A high positive correlation vlas also found between

BET, BIT and INFP. This reinforces the "broad" dimension

again but not the direction dimension. The inter-correla-
tion between subscales BET-OET and BIT-OIT were -.54 and

-.47, respectively. In other words, moderately negative

thus, partially supporting the idea that they are polar op-

posites (Nideffer , 1976). Therefore it is questionable

whether the breadth dimension is indeed bipolar. perhâps,

as suggested by Van Schoyck and Grasha (1981) it is a multi-
dimensional concept. There must be other dimensions in-
volved which is causing the moderate correration as present-

ed by Posner & Boies (1971), Mil1er, Blackler
( 1 983 ) or wachtel (1967) .

& Edwards

The Principle Component analysis indicated that 60% ot

the variance vras found in the first principle. Subscales;

BET, BIT, NAR and INFP are all positively correlated while

the OET, OIT and RED subscales are negatively correlated.
This was expected as high scores in the former set of
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Table 3

Eigenvectors from the Principle Component Ànalysis

ot the B-BaII TAIS

PRINI PRTN2 PRIN3 PRIN4 PRINs PRIN6 PRINT

BET .39 .35 -.08 -.65 -.25 .39 .28

Brr .41 .30 -.25 .38 -.26 .20 -.65
oET -.39 .36 -.23 .46 -.43 .1 5 .49

orr -.37 "47 -.25 -. 10 .68 .28 -. 16

NÀR .37 . 1 5 . 63 .42 .32 .31 .28

RED -.30 .51 .60 -.19 -.26 -.31 -.29
INFP .40 .38 - .25 .07 .22 - .72 .26

Table 4

Basketball TÀIS Intercorrelations among the Subscales

BET BIT OET OIT NAR RED INFP

BET

BIT .73

oET -.54 -.47
orr -.41 -.47 .74

NAR .54 .59 -.59 -.54
RED -.31 -.46 .57 .56 -.18
INFP .7 4 .80 -.48 -.37 .55 -.39
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subscales are good scores and low scores in the latter are

good scores. À good basketball player is hypothesized to be

characterized by having high scores in the BET, BIT, NÀR and

INFP subscales. This player would also have low scores on

ttre OET, OIT and RED subscales.

The first principle is principally composed of subscales

BET, BIT, OET and INFP. The second principle is principally
composed of subscales RED and OIT. The second principle ac-

counts for 16% of the variance, for a total of 76% for the

first two principles. The eigenvalues for the first two

principles are 4.18 and 1.09, respectively. The third prin-
ciple has an eigenvalue of .75 and is principally composed

of the NÀR and RED subscales. The last four principle com-

ponents have eigenvalues that are less than .50 and there-
fore are not included as important components.

The results of this study fails to support Van Schoyck &

Grasha's findings with the Tennis-TÀIS. The T-TÀIS study

found (1981) that the first component was composed of BET,

BIT and INFP, therefore this principle was referred to as

"scanning". The second component was composed of OET, OIT

and NÀR, and was therefore referred to as "focusing". The

first principre of this study has the common element of the

direction dimension described by Nideffer (1976). Specifi-
ca1Iy, they represent the external direction dimension of

attentional sty1e. Thus, this principle component will be

referred to as "externality".



The second principle relates
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to Nideffer's direction di-
mension and his breadti: dimension. These subscales, RED and

OIT are specifically, that of the internal and narrow atten-
tional style. OIT is clearly an internal attentional style
which measures the degree of being overloaded internally.
The reduced subscale (nep), on the other hand, is a measure

of a very narrowed attentional styIe. The athlete possess-

ing this kind of attention is attending to irrelevant cues

instead of relevant cues. This principle is referred to as

an "inside-reduced" principle. The third principle (com-

posed of NÀR and RED) has the breadth dimension in common

and will be referred to as a "focused" attentional sty1e, in

agreement with the Tennis TÀIS (Van Schoyck 6, Grasha, 1981).

Construct validity was assessed further by the Wilcoxon

Rank Sum Test and is presented in Tables 5 and 6. It was

found that only the OET and NÀR subscales of the B-8a11 TÀIS

showed a significant difference between the three groups in
terms of skill Ievel. N-TÀIS did not show a significant
difference between any of the groups for any of the subs-

cales. I t must be noted that the INFP subscale of the B-

BaIl TAIS approaches significance at .0687. Therefore, it
can be assumed that these subscales must be important in be-

coming good basketball players. It is open to discussion

whether these subscales can or cannot be developed through

basketball training. It is interesting that Èhe OIT subs-

cale did not show a significant difference between the three
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groups. This finding may be due to the fact that such a

subscale measure does not show improvement through training
in basketball. The other expj-anation would be that the

items on the B-8a11 TAIS are not tapping this attentional
style well enough and must be reviewed.

The Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test indicates that the B-8a11 TÀIS

assesses basketball ability better than N-TÀIS. This dif-
ference is not very strong and therefore should be accepted

as such. As stated earlier, what is hypothesized to be the

"eIite" basketball player's profile is to have higher BET,

BIT, NAR and INFP subscale scores and low OET, OIT and RED

subscale scores. The B-BaIl TAIS demonstraLes this consis-
tent relationship for all the subscales except OIT, BIT and

INFP. Àgain, the internal dimension is not related to bas-

ketball ability. Perhaps, this is due to the fact that this
subscale is an in-born trait as weII, and is not developed

as basketball players become better players.

N-TAIS demonstrates this consistent relationship, âs

well, except on the subscales, BET, BIT and NAR. However,

the difference between the three groups is not a significant
difference for N-TAIS, as mentioned above. Therefore, one

can say that the B-8a11 TAIS is able to more accurately
measure the skill Ievel differences in attentional style
than N-TÀIs as demonstrated in two out of the seven subs-

cales of the B-BaII TAIS.
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Table 5

Construct Validity: Wilcoxon Rank Sums (H=90)

B-Ba11 TÀlS

Subscale Chi squ Prob>Chi

squ

Gr. 1 Gr. 2 Gr. 3

BET

BIT

OET

OIT

NAR

RED

INFP

1 .14

^4.39

6.03

1 .05

6.28

2 .66

5.36

.5643

^.1115

't .0490

.5903

* .0433

.2644

.0687

48.50

41.03

36.20

47 .20

s0.90

39.35

47 .20

48.30

41.53

52.00

47 .77

46.47 4 1 .53

42.22 53. 25

49.80 35.80

47 .25 49. 90

52.30 37. 00

*=significant difference at the .05 alpha level

^=approx imate
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Table 6

Wilcoxon Rank Sums for Nideffer's TÀIS (N=90)

Subsca 1 e Chi sgu Prob>Chi

squ

Gr. 1 Gr. 2 Gr. 3

BET

BIT

OET

OIT

NÀR

RED

INFP

3.78

4.39

3.70

1 .78

1 .57

4.38

3.8

. 1512

.1115

.1570

.4106

" 4558

.1120

.1 496

52.20

53.62

38.05

40.78

40.82

37.40

52.97

39.18

41.18

48.68

46.00

46.70

49.02

42.90

45 .12

41 .70

49.77

49.72

48.98

s0.08

40,53

NOTE: for above data chi square alpha statistic is 5.99
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4.3 PREDICTIVE VÀLIDITY OF BOTI¡ TESTS

Predictive validity was assessed through the Spearman Rho

Correlations as presented in Table 7. Specifically, the

rank-correlatÍons were computed between an individual's
ranking and the score on each subscale. The B-8a11 TÀIS

showed a significant correlation for the subscales; BIT, OET

and NAR. N-TÀIS showed a significant correlation for the

subscales; BIT, RED and INFP. Thus, both tests demonstrated

some predictive validity although, in only three of the sev-

en subscales. The average correlation coefficients for the

B-BaI1 TÀIS and N-TAIS were .19 and .17 respectively. The

B-BaIl TÀIS has a slightly larger overall coefficient but it
is not a significant difference. Therefore, it again must

be concluded Lhat both tests are low in predictive validity
thus, should not be used for selection purposes. However,

Èhe option of using this test for individual counciling is
still the main purpose of the test. It is suggested that
before councilling an athlete, some feedback on the accuracy

of his/her profile should be conducted before starÈing men-

ta1 training that is indicated by the profile (Botteril,

1986).
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Table 7

Predictive Validity
Spearman Rho Correlations (N=90)

B-Ba11 TAIS N_TÀI S

Subsca 1e Coefficient P-Va1ue Coefficient P-Va1ue

BET

BIT

OET

OIT

NAR

RED

INFP

-.1s811

-.25563

"27 383

.02577

-.27299

" 1 4258

- .20016

.1367

.0150

.0090

.809s

.0092

.1801

.0585

-.11276

-.2381s

.1 9299

.10133

.1 4993

.20950

-.21020

.2900

.0238

.0684

.3420

.1584

.0475

.0468

*

*

*

*

¡t = signif icant difference at the .05 alpha level



Chapter V

ST'MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 SUITIMARY

This study has presented an alternative method to measur-

ing attentional style in an athletic situation. The purpose

of the study was to design and validate a basketball version

of Nideffer's Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style.
This modified TAIS, âs a result, is a better measure of at-
tentional style, in terms of assessing this trait in basket-

ball players. The Basketball TÀIS is a reliable test and as

well has demonstrated some construct validity. It has also

demonstrated predictive validity which was equal to that
which was found in N-TÀIS.

This study will benefit the coaches and athletes in the

following ways:

1. It will allow the coach and athlete
short test of attentional styIe, therefore

tical as a time saver.

to

ir
administer a

is more prac-

2. It wiIl identify the athletes strengths and weaknesses.

3. It will encourage coaches and athlete's to work on their
weaknesses as demonstrated by the B-Ba11 TAIS.

54
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4. It has the potential to identify changes in attentional
style after an intervencion perioo, if the treatment is suc-

cessful. Thus, encouraging the athlete to keep working at

ir.
5. The B-8a11 TAIS provides observable evidence to the

coaches that there is a need for psychological training and

that it is a trainable function.

5.2 coNctusroNs

1. The B-8a11 TÀIS vras found to be a reliable test.
2. The B-BaII TAIS has confirmed the direction dimension of

attentional style and showed some support for the breadth

dimension.

3. Construct Validity exists for some subscales on the B-

Ball TÀIS.

4. The B-8a11 TAIS showed some predictive validity in three

of the seven subscales. N-TAIS showed the same amount of

predictive validity but on a different combination of subs-

cales.

5. The B-BaII TAIS demonstrates a more consistent relation-
ship to basketball ability than N-TAIS.
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5.3 RECOIIIMEIIDATIONS

1. The B-BaII TAIS should not be used for selection purpos-

es.

2. The B-BaIl TÀI S will yield it' s best results rvhen used

with committed athletes. This is clear because it is a

self-administered test and it is dependent on the honesty

and cooperation of the athlete.
3. The B-BaIl TAIS will yield it's best results v¡hen used

with athletes who have already attained the physical skiIls
of the sport.

4. Future research in this area should include an increase

in items on all of the subscales in order to tap aII the

situations which occur on the basketball court. This could

result in a more complete measure of attentional style.
However, the disadvantage of a larger instrument is that it
is Iess practical in applied settings.
5. The B-BaIl TAIS should be administered at the end of the

season followed by the implementation of mental training
based on the results of the profile. The mental training
techniques work best when they are automated. If the auto-

mated stage is attained by the time the season starts, it
will yield the best results.
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External-

(ser)
Strength: Read a complex
environment we11. Good
"Street Sense".

Weakness: May react too
quickly without thinking.

(Hen)
Strength: Good concentration
on one thing (e.g. ball).
Weakness: May stick to the
same response even though its
not working.

N
a
r
r
o
w

B
r
o
a
d

(srr)
Strength: Good analytical
ability. Organize and
make long range plans.

Weakness: Can become
over-ideational have
troubl-e sticking to one
thing. May not react
quickly enough.

(Nen)
Strength: Good concentration
on one thing (e.9. a thought
or idea). Menta1 calculations.
Weakness: Fail to attend to
and incorporate new information.
Not sensitive to what's going
on around you.

I nternal
(adapted from Nideffer, 1979a)

Figure 1: Attentional Ðimensions
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SUBSCÀLE DEFINITIONS

i. BET: Broad external focus of attention. Fiigh scores

indicate the ability to deal with a large amount

of environmental information at one time.

2. OET: Overloaded by external information: High scores

indicate the person makes mistakes because they

become overloaded by too much external

information. They are distracted by irrelevant
external information.

3. BIT: Broad internal focus of attention. High scores

indicate the ability to analyze and make long

range plans. This ability is associated with

good organizational and intellectual functioning.
4. OIT: Overloaded by internal information. High scores

make mistakes because they become distracted by

their own thoughts and ideas.

5. NAR:' Narrow focus of attention. High scores are

associated v¡ith being able to concentrate on one

hing, these people are dedicated, disciplined
and usually foIlow through.

6. RED: Reduced focus of attention. High scores indicate

the tendency to narroh' too much. Individuals who

are 1ikeIy to choke score high on this scaIe.

7. INFP: Information processing. High scores think a lot
and process a great deal of information.
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TYPES OF CONCENTRAT]ON

(a ) Broad-lnternal

This is an analytical attentional style, used to organ-

ize a large amount of information, for recalling the past

and anticipating or planning for the future. It is the type

of attention you would use to answer the question: "Write a

brief interpretation of Canadian history from 1867 to pres-

ent tt .

(b) Broad-ExternaI

This is the attentional focus used to rapidly assess a

complex environmental situation. Salespersons, politicians,
elementary school teachers, coaches and quarterbacks should

be good at developing this type of attention.
(c ) Narrow-InternaI

This is the type of attentional focus a theoretical
physicist uses, the type of attention you use to calculate
figures in your head or contemplate your navef. Many indi-
viduals use this type of focus to calm "centre" themselves

and build their resolve just prior to performing (e.g. AIe-

xiev the Soviet weightlifter staring intently at the bar-

bells prior to a Iift).
(d) Narrow-ExternaI

This is the type of attention required of you as

you react (especially physical movement) to the environment.

The hitter in baseball, server in tennis, putter in golf,
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all need a narrovr-external focus. This is the same type of

attention a surgeon uses or a jeweller.
(Àdapted from Nideffer , 1979a)
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Altered Questions from the Pilot Study

4. My thoughts are limited to what I am suppose to be do-

ing at one point in time and not able to think ahead.

6. When I have the basketball I go through a series of op-

tions. For example, "Is the post open, 2. can I shoot 3.

can I beat my man and 4. reverse the ba11".

8. When I workout I seem to tune into what is going on

around me only occassionally.

20. My understanding of basketball is narrower than most

people.

33. It is easy for me to keep my mind on a single player in

man to man defense.

34. I am good at quickly analyzing opposing basketball

players and assessing strengths and weaknesses.

42. I have difficulty telling how my teammates feel by

watching them and listening to them during the warm-up or in

the game.

44. When the coach asks a question about a particular play

vre have covered, I can answer the question including irrele-
vant information.

55. My opponent sometimes talks to me during the game with

insulting remarks and r can't telI whether he/she is smiling

or listening to the tone of his/her voice.
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Questions from the TÀIS that were changed in the B-Ball

TAI S

1. When people talk to me I find myself distracted by

the sights and sounds around me.

2. When people talk to me I find myself distracted by my

own thoughts and ideas.

3. ÀI1 I need is a little information and I can come up

with a large number of ideas.

4. My thoughts are limited to the objects and people in

my immediate surrounding.

5. I need to have all the information before I say or do

anything.

6. The work I do is focused and narrow, proceeding in a

logical fashion.

7. I run back and forth from task to task.

8. I seem to work in "fits and starts" or "bits and

pieces " .

9. The work I do involves a wide variety of seemingly

unrelated material and ideas.

10. My thoughts and associations come so rapidly I can't
keep up with them.

1 1 . The world seems to be a booming buzzing brilliant
flash of colour and confusion.

12. When I read iÈ is easy to block out everything but

the book.
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1 3. I focus on one small part of what a person says and

miss the total message.

14. I have difficulty clearing my mind of a single

thought or idea.

15. I think about one thing at a time.

16. I get caught up in my thoughts and become oblivious
to what is going on around me.

17. I theorize and philosophize.

18. My environment is exciting and keeps me involved.

19. My interests are broader than most people's.

20. My interests are narrower than most people's.

21. It is easy for me to direct my attention and focus

narrowly on something.

22. It is easy for me to focus on a number of things at

the same time.

23. It is easy for me to keep thoughts from interfering
with something I am watching.

24. It is easy for me to keep sights and sounds from in-
terfering with my thoughts.

25. Happenings or objects grab my attention.
26. It is easy for me to keep my mind on a single thought

or idea.

27. I am good at picking a voice or instrument out of a

piece of music that I am listening to.
28. with so much going on around me, it's difficult for

me to think about anything for any length of Èime.
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29. I am good at quickly analyzing complex situations
around me, such as how a play is oeveloping in foot-
ball or which of four or five kids started a fight.

30. At stores I am faced with so many choices f can't
make up rny mind.

31. When I get anxious or nervous my attention becomes

narrow and I fail to see important things that are

going on around me.

32. In a room filled with children or out on a playing

field, I know what everyone is doing.

33. It is easy for me to keep my mind on a single sight

or sound.

34. I am good at rapidly scanning crowds and picking out

a particular person or face.

35. I get confused trying to watch activities such as a

f ootball game or circus r,¡here a number of things are

happening at the same time.

36. I have so many things on my mind that I become con-

fused and forgetful,
37. On essay tests my anslrers are (were) too narrow and

don't cover the topic.
38. It is easy for me to forget about problems by watch-

ing a good movie or by listening to music.

39. In games I make mistakes because I am watching what

one person does and forget about the others.

40. I can plan several moves ahead in complicated games

like bridge and chess.
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41. In a roomful of people I can keep track of several

conversations at the same time.

42. I have difficulty telling how others feel by watching

them and listening to them talk.
43. People have to repeat things to me because I become

di stracted by i rrelevant inf ormat.ion.

44. On essay tests my answers are (were) too broad,

bringing in irrelevant information.

45. I make mistakes because my thoughts get stuck on one

idea or feeling.
46. I get confused at busy intersections.
47. I am good at glancing at a large area and quickly

picking out several objects, such as in those hidden

figure drawings in children's magazines.

48. I get anxious and block out everything on tests.
49. Even when I am involved in a game or sport, fry mind

is going a mile a minute.

50. I can figure out how to respond to others just by

looking at them.

51. I have a tendency to get involved in a conversation

and forget important things like a pot on the stove,

or like leaving the motor running on the car.

52. It is easy for me to bring together ideas from a num-

ber of different areas.

53. Sometimes lights and sounds come at me so rapidly
they make me lightheaded.
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54. People have to repeat things because I get distracted

by my ovrn i rrelevant thoughcs "

55. People pull the wool over my eyes because I fail to

see when they are obviously kidding by looking at the

vray they are smiling or listening to their joking

tone.

56. I can spend a lot of time just looking at things with

my mind almost a complete blank except for reflecting
the things that I see.

57. I am socially outgoing.

58. I have a lot of energy for my age.

59. I am always on the go.
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The Basketball TÀIS

1. When the coach gives me instructions i ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
find myself distracted by the sights and
sounds around me.

2. When the coach or other players talk to ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
me I find myself distracted by my own
thoughts and ideas.

3. À11 I need to know is what kind of ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
pressure the other team is in and
I can come up vrith many ways to break it.

4. Whilepracticingmythoughtsare ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
limited to what I am suppose to be
doing and to activities occuring
in my immediate surroundings.

5. When I have the ball, I need to see where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
all my teammates are and their defense
before I decide what to do.

6. WhenI shootthebasketballmyattention ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
narrows on the target.

7. glhen working on my game by myself I spend ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
my time working at one exercise and then
go on to another and return back to the
original exercise.

8. When other activities are going on around ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
IIrê r I can only f ocus on the task at hand
for shorÈ periods of tirne

9. In practice all of the drills seem ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
unrelated to playing the game of basket-
baII.

10. When I get the ball r think of so many ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
things to do with it at once that I can't
keep up with them.

À
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11. The game seems to be very complex and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
confusing.

12. When I shoot foul shots it is easy to ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
block out everything but the target
I'm shooting at.

13. r focus on one thing in a game and miss ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
things happening around it. For example;
in the forward spot I look at my teammate
in the 1ow post and I can't see what the
high post is doing or where the low post
defense is.

14. Ihavedifficultyclearingmymindwhen ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
I make a mistake.

15. I think about one thing at a time when I'm ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
playing basketball as opposed to having
many ideas popping into my head.

16. I get caught up in my thoughts and there- ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
fore don't really see what is happening
on the court.

17. I thinkalotaboutstrategyandtactics. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

18. Thegameofbasketballisexcitingand ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
keeps me involved

19. I understand the game of basketball ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
better than most people.

20. I am only interested in basketball, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
unlike most people who have a much
wider range of interests.

21. It is easy for me to direct my attention ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
and focus only on the basket when I shoot.

22. It is easy for me to focus on the basket, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
my teammates and the defense, all at the
same time.

23. Itiseasyformetokeepthoughtsfrom ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
interfering with my execution at the foul
line.

24. It is easy for me to keep sights and sounds( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )(audience) from interfering with my thoughts
while shooting a free-throw or making an
open lay-up.
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25. Duringthegameifababystartedtocryin( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
the stands it would grab my attention.

26. It is easy for me to keep my mind on what ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
I'm suppose to do next on offense.

27. I am good at seeing the open man within the( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
structured offense.

28. withsomuchgoingonaroundme, it's ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
difficult for me to think of what I'm
suppose to do next.

29. I amgoodatquicklyanalyzing theother ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
teams offense and being able to anticipate
what my opponent, I am guarding, is going
to do.

30. When I get the ball, r'm faced with so many( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
options I can't make up my mind.

3'1 . When the other team presses on defense, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
get anxious and f'm not able to see as
many things on the court as I normally can
see.

32. Whenlookingupthecourtl knowwhat ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
everybody is doing (both teams).

33. rt is easy for me to keep my mind on my ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
player in man to man defense when she has
the ball

34. I amgoodatquicklyanalyzing whatdefense( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
the other team is in and I know what set we
should be in to break it.

35. I get confused when I try to see what my ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
teammates are doing and what the defense
is doing, all at the same time.

36. r have so many things on my mind when I ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
play that I become confused and forget
what f'm suppose to do next.

37. When the coach asks a question about a ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
particular play we have covered, I can
get only part of the question correct.
The coach always has to add 2 or 3 more
points to my answer.

38. It is easy for me to forget about mistakes ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
I made on defense (offense) by concentrating
on the offense (defense).
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39" In games I make mistakes because I watch ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
what my teammate does but forget about the
oefense.

40. I can anticipate what the offense is going ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
to do before they do it.

41. On the court I can keep track of what the ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
defense is saying and what our offense is
saying at the same time.

42. In the v¡arm-up or in a game, I don't ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
notice my teammates. It is like I am
playing by myself.

43. Àt time-outs or half-time, I have ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

difficulty Iistening to what the coach says
because I'm distracted by irrelevant sights
or sounds around me.

44, When the coach asks a question about a ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
particular play we have covered, my ansvler
is too broad because I include too much
irrelevant inf ormation.

45. I make mistakes because I'm still thinking ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
of the last p1ay.

46. I get confused when the play develops too ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
quickly ie. fast break situations 3 on 2
or 4 on 3.

47. I am good at seeing the open man even ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
though it is not a part of the structured
of fense .

48. I get anxious and btock out what we are ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
supposed to do on the court.

49. WhenlamplayingBasketball, mymindis ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
goingamileaminute.

50. I can figure out how to respond to my team-( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
mates just by looking at them.

51. I have a tendency to get involved with my ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
own thoughts and forget important instruc-
tions that $rere just discussed in the time-
out.

52. Itiseasyformetobringtogetherdrills ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
thaL we do in practice and relate them to
what occurs in a game.

53. Sometimes a pressing zone defense comes at ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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me so fast that I become lightheaded.

54. The coach has to repeat instructions to me ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
in time-outs because I get distracted by
my own irrelevant thoughts.

55. Myopponentsometimestalkstomeduring ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
the game with insulting remarks and I can't
tell whether he/she is kidding, by
listening to the tone of his/her voice.

56. rcanspendtimev¡iththebaltjustlooking( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
inside the key with my mind a complete blank
except for reflecting the things that I see.

57. I like to go out with my teammates. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

58. I have a lot of energy for my age. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

59. Iamalwaysonthego. ()()()()()
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5

6

7

I
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

NOTE: A1I

starting with

wi se.

Quest i on

1

2

3

4

Clustering of

Subscales

OET

olr
BIT & INFP

NÀR & RED

INFP (4_O )

RED

NÀR & RED

OET

OET

INFP

OIT

OET

NÀR

RED

INFP (4-O )

RED

NÀR 6. RED

INFP (4-O)

OTT

BIT & INFP

INFP

the Subscales

Question

19

20

21

22

Subscales

BIT & INFP

NAR

NÀR

INFP & BIT

RED (4-0)

NÀR

orr (4-0)

NAR

oEr (4-0)

OET

NÀR

NAR

OET

BIT & INFP

OET

RED

BET & INFP

NAR

BET & INFP

OET

23

24

25

26

27

28

29 BET,

30

31

32

33

34

35

scoring for the likert scale

never to all the time unless

is from 0 to 4

indicated other-
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Clustering of the Subscales (Continued)

Quest i ons

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

Subscales

OIT

RED

NAR & INFP

RED

Brr (4-0)

BIT & INFP

INFP

BEr ( 4-0 )

OET

OIT

RED

OET

BET & INFP

Quest i on

48

49

50

5'1

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

Subscales

RED

INFP

BET

OIT & RED

BIT

OET

OTT

OIT

RED

INFP

INFP

INFP

NOTE: The order of these question correspond to the order

of the guestions in both Nideffer's TAIS and the B-BÀ11 TÀIS

as presented in this appendix.
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Instructions Eo the Subiects

The questions you are about to anslrer are from a

Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Sty1e. This means

that you will be answering questions based on your own abil-
ities to look at something in its entirety or the ability to

look at only a smaIl section of it, in different situations.
Other questions will involve your ability to look at thing
going on around you and at other times concentrating on your

own feelings. Answer the questions as truthfully as you

can. These tests are not for purposes outside this study.

They will not be used for any selection purposes in the fu-
ture. I am the only one who will be able to attach a name

to the results. P1ease do the test in the order that you

received it. After the first test is completed, take a

break and do the next test. Please, do not discuss your an-

swers to the questions with anyone before you have completed

both tests. After you have answered a full page of ques-

tions, do not go back and change your answers. Your first
instinct is usually the best answer.
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Consent Form

Adapted from Nideffer, 1981

Date

To be retained by the investigator:
Study Sign-up Form

My s i gnature , on t.hi s sheet , indicates that I voluntarily
consent to participate in a study on attentional style con-

ducted by Cheryl Kry1uk. The conductor indicates that I un-

derstand that all subjects in the projects are volunteers,

that I can withdraw at any time from the study, that I have

been or will be informed as to the nature of the study, that

the data I provide will be anonymous and my identity will
not be revealed without my permission. Finally, I shall be

given an opportunity to ask questions prior to the start of

the study and after my participation is complete.

Today's Date Subject's Signature


